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We expand on an interesting proposal(by Flambaum and Sushkov) to constrain parity-odd time-reversal
noninvariant interactions with measurements of the energy dependence of parity-violating polarized neutron
capture onunpolarizedtargets. We show that the perturbation in energy dependence due aP-odd T-odd
interaction is obscured by terms due to electroweak effects. We evaluate for a practicable experiment the
influence of these terms on the locations of zeros in a parity-violating asymmetry. Measurements which
succeed in putting limits on these shifts of slightly more than the 1 meV or so that we estimate them to be,
would constrain the ratio of the rms value of compound nucleus matrix elements of anyP-oddT-odd nucleon-
nucleon interaction to the rms value of compound nucleus matrix elements of theP-odd nucleon-nucleon
interaction to be less than of order of 10−2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

On-resonance neutron transmission tests of time-reversal
invariance have received a lot of attention over the last 15 or
so years. The parity-violating time-reversal noninvariant
threefold correlation test is particularly attractive. It benefits
from the largest nuclear enhancements in sensitivity to any
P-odd T-odd interaction between nucleons. However, the
type of polarized target suited to this experiment has yet to
be constructed despite considerable efforts by many groups.
False asymmetries due to spin precession in any magnetic
and pseudomagnetic fields in the polarized target will ob-
scure completely theP-odd T-odd signal unless exception-
ally stringent alignment conditions are met[1]. Faced with
these difficulties, it would seem appropriate to consider other
avenues of investigation which do not require polarized tar-
gets, but which can take advantage of the next generation of
high flux neutron spallation facilities[such as the spallation
neutron source(SNS)] that will become operational in a few
years or so.

At about the same time as work on the threefold correla-
tion commenced, it was noted(almost in passing) in a paper
by Flambaum and Sushkov[2] that measurements withun-
polarizedtargets of theenergy dependencenearp-wave reso-
nances ofparity-violating correlations in polarized neutron
capture could constrainP-odd T-odd interactions. Although
parity-violating asymmetries of the order of a few percent
have been observed in polarized neutron capture, this idea
has not as yet been taken up. Instead, the energy dependence
of forward-backward asymmetries inunpolarized neutron
capture has been used[3] to look for evidence ofparity-
conservingtime-reversal noninvariance. In fact, this study
demonstrated that the method could yield a competitive

bound on the strength of theP-evenT-odd interaction among
nucleons.

In this paper, we want to expand on the analysis underly-
ing the idea of Flambaum and Sushkov. Their suggestion is
based on the simplest model for the energy dependence of
the pertinent asymmetries. It is important to establish to what
extent the various(admittedly small) contributions discarded
may mask the perturbation due to aP-oddT-odd interaction.
Despite uncertainties in the precise values of resonance pa-
rameters and the like, the theory of how to model neutron
resonance reactions is well enough established to allow us to
estimate the order of magnitude of these contributions.

The P-odd asymmetry of interest to us measures the
strength of the dependence of the differential cross section
for the snW, gd reaction on the pseudoscalars ·ng, wheres is
the transverse polarization of the neutron beam andng is the
unit vector in the direction of observed photon’s momentum.
In the notation of the decomposition of the differential cross
section for thesnW, gd reaction in Eq.(17) of Ref. [2], we
study the energy dependence of the combinationA;a9
−a12/3, which is precisely the coefficient ofs ·ng when all
terms in Eq.(17) of Ref. [2] are considered. For the sake of
definiteness, we restrict ourselves(as do Flambaum and Sus-
hkov in Sec. 3 of Ref.[2]) to radiative neutron capture reac-
tions involving (a) a target nucleus with a12

+ ground state
and a final nucleus with a 0+ ground state, and(b) gamma-
ray quanta corresponding to transitions from 1+ or 1− states
of the intermediate compound nucleus to the 0+ ground state
of the final nucleus. Then, the general expressions of Appen-
dix A in Ref. [2] imply that A=As13d+As24d, where As13d

;2 RefV1sV3d*g and

As24d ; 2RefV2
s3/2dsV4

s3/2dd* − V2
s1/2dsV4

s1/2dd*g

− s1/Î2dRefV2
s1/2dsV4

s3/2dd* + V2
s3/2dsV4

s1/2dd*g,

V1, V2
s jd, V3, and V4

s jd being abbreviations for the invariant
amplitudesV1sE, 1+d, V2sE, 1−, jd, V3sE, 1d, andV4

s jdsE, 1, jd
of Eq. s15d in Ref. f2g, respectively.
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In what follows, we consider various models for the en-
ergy dependence of the invariant amplitudes in the immedi-
ate vicinity of a 1− p-wave resonance(of energyEp and total
width Gp); more precisely, we assume(for reasons that will
become apparent below) that the modulus of the rescaled
energy variablee;sE−EpdsGp/2d is bounded by unity. We
begin (in Sec. II) with the two resonance model considered
by Flambaum and Sushkov, except we retain theAs24d con-
tribution they neglect and consider the effect of complex
phases in partial width amplitudes. Thereafter(in Sec. III),
we discuss the importance of additional(more distant) reso-
nances. Section IV is devoted to our conclusions. Phases of
radiative partial width amplitudes are estimated in the appen-
dix.

II. ENERGY DEPENDENCE IN THE “TWO RESONANCE”
APPROXIMATION

In this approximation, only the terms corresponding to the
p-wave resonance at which the measurement is performed
and the nearest 1+ s-wave resonance(of energyEs and width
Gs) are retained in the invariant amplitudes. Thus,

V1 < V1ssd ; −
Î3

4k

gn
sgM1

s

E − Es + iGs/2
, s2.1d

V2
s jd < V2

s jdspd ; −
Î3

4k

gn
ps jdgE1

p

E − Ep + iGp/2
, s2.2d

V3 < V1ssdWsp

gE1
p /gM1

s

E − Ep + iGp/2
, s2.3d

V4
s jd < V2

s jdspdWsp
* gM1

s /gE1
p

E − Es + iGs/2
. s2.4d

The notation for the partial width amplitudessgn
s, gM1

s , etc.d
differs from that used in Ref.f2g snamely,Ts, Asf, etc.d. More
importantly, we take the interaction matrix elementWsp to
include both aP-odd perturbationU and aP-oddT-odd per-

turbationŨ, i.e., Wsp=usp+ iũsp, whereusp and ũsp are real.
Concerning the partial width amplitudes, we assume for

the moment that they are all real:gn
s fgn

ps jdg is the amplitude
for capture by thes-wave (p-wave) resonance of a neutron
(of angular momentumj), gM1

s sgE1
p d is the amplitude for the

M1 sE1d electromagnetic de-excitation of thes-wave
(p-wave) resonance to the ground state. In terms of these
partial width amplitudes, the neutron partial widths of thes-
and p-wave resonances areGs

n=sgn
sd2 and Gp

n=fgn
ps 1

2
dg2

+fgn
ps 3

2
dg2, respectively, and the partial gamma-ray width for

the M1 and E1 transitions to the ground state areGM1
=sgM1

s d2 andGE1=sgE1
p d2, respectively. Below, the normalized

partial width amplitudesxj
p;gn

ps jd/ÎGp
n are used.

Substitution of Eqs.(2.1)–(2.4) into As13d andAs24d yields

A =
3

s4kd2

gE1
p Gp

sE − Epd2 + Gp
2/4

gM1
s Gs

n

sE − Esd2 + Gs
2/4

3uspFape + ãp
ũsp

usp
+ bpG , s2.5d

where, in terms ofzp;sx3/2
p d2−sx1/2

p d2−s1/Î2dx1/2
p x3/2

p , the co-
efficients ap, ãp, andbp are

ap = 1 +zp

Gp
n

Gs
n, ãp = 1 −zp

Gp
n

Gs
n

Gs

Gp
, and

bp = zp

Gp
n

Gs
n

Ep − Es

Gp/2
.

Equations2.5d demonstrates that aP-odd T-odd interaction
does modify, as claimed in Ref.f2g, the energy dependence
of the P-odd asymmetry associated with the pseudoscalar
s ·ng.

As Flambaum and Sushkov note, one obvious signature of
this change is its effect onthe location of the zeroin the
asymmetry(or, equivalently,A). According to Eq.(2.5), the
zero is offset from the resonance energyEp by an amount

DEp = − S ãp

ap

ũsp

usp
+

bp

ap
DGp

2
. s2.6d

If we suppose thatuV1u and theuV2
s jdu’s are comparable when

E<Ep sthe parity mixing essential to the asymmetry under
consideration will not be substantial unless this is the cased,
then

Gp
n

Gs
n ,

GM1

GE1
S Gp/2

Ep − Es
D2

, S G

D
D2

,

where G is the average width of resonances andD is the
typical spacing betweenJ=1 resonances, and the following
order of magnitude estimates apply:ap−1=OsG2/D2d, ãp

−1=OsG2/D2d, andbp=OsG/Dd. On omitting terms less than
of ordersG/Dd2Gp by at least one order of magnitudef4g, the
expression for the offset simplifies to

DEp = − S ũsp

usp
+ bpDGp

2
. s2.7d

We observe that Eq.s2.7d implies thatDEp!Gp/2.
We can accommodate hard sphere phase shifts in our

analysis by formally replacinggn
s and gn

ps jd in Eqs.
(2.1)–(2.4) by gn

seifs and gn
ps jdeifps jd, respectively. We also

have to allow for the fact that the radiative partial width
amplitudes are, in principle, complex[5]. To this end, we

make the substitutionsgM1
s → ugM1

s ueifM1
s

andgE1
p → ugE1

p ueifE1
p

.
In the present two resonance approximation, some of these
phases cancel for the combinations of invariant amplitudes
appearing inA so that, in fact,A depends only on the phase
differencesdp;fps 1

2
d−fps 3

2
d and dg;fM1

s −fE1
p . The coef-

ficientsap, ãp, andbp become
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ap = S1 + zp8
Gp

n

Gs
nDScosdg +

ũsp

usp
sin dgD , s2.8d

ãp = cosdg − zp8
Gp

n

Gs
nSGs

Gp
cosdg −

Ep − Es

Gp/2
sin dgD , s2.9d

bp = − sin dg + zp8
Gp

n

Gs
nSEp − Es

Gp/2
cosdg +

Gs

Gp
sin dgD ,

s2.10d

where zp8;sx3/2
p d2−sx1/2

p d2−s1/Î2dx1/2
p x3/2

p cosdp. The phase
differencedp, confined as it is to the factorzp8, which, like
zp, is of order unity, cannot alter the order of magnitude
estimates forap, ãp, andbp of the previous paragraph. The
dependence ondg is less trivial, but some consideration of
Eqs. s2.6d and s2.8d–s2.10d shows that they can only be
reconciled with a measurement of the offset which finds
that DEp!Gp if usin dgu!1.

If usin dguG/Ds!1d, then the previous order of magnitude
estimates forap, ãp, andbp continue to apply. If, instead, 1
@ usin dgu@G/D, then ap−1=Ossin2dgd, ãp−1=Ossin2dgd,
and bp=Ossin dgd. In both cases, Eq.(2.7) holds, it being
understood that bp is of order the larger ofG/D and sin dg.
[In the second case, terms of orderGp sin3dg or smaller have
been dropped in Eq.(2.7).]

There is a dearth of information on the order of magnitude
of phases such asfM1

s and fE1
p for epithermal neutron cap-

ture in medium-to-heavy nuclei. It has been recognized that
they are very small at these energies and so they have been
ignored(see, for example, p. 302 in Ref.[5]). In the Appen-
dix, we estimate(by adapting the results of Ref.[6]) that
sin dg is of orderk/k f or, equivalently,ÎEp/Sn

f , whereSn
f is

the neutron separation energy for the ground state of the final
nucleus and we have used the fact that the neutron energyE
of interest is approximately equal toEp (k and k f are the
neutron wave numbers corresponding toE and Sn

f , respec-
tively).

For nuclei formed in capture on nonfissile spin1
2

+ nuclei
of mass numberA.100, Sn

f ranges from about 6 MeV to
about 9 MeV. Our order of magnitude estimate of sindg thus
evaluates to

sin dg , ÎEp sin eVd10−3,

which suggests thatthe contribution toDEp due to the phase
differencedg is dominantexcept in the somewhat unfavor-
able circumstancessuch as with the113Cd target used in
Ref. f3gd that G/D,10−2. Even then,Ep has to be less than
about 100 eV or so.

In the following section, we consider how the structure of
the result in Eq.(2.7) for DEp is modified if the restriction to
two resonances is relaxed. For simplicity, we defer inclusion
of the phases of radiative partial width amplitudes and hard
sphere phase shifts until the very end of Sec. III.

III. INFLUENCE OF ADDITIONAL RESONANCES

The restriction in Sec. II to the nearest 1+ s wave reso-
nance is artificial. Other adjacent 1+ s wave resonances give
rise to comparable contributions toV1, V3, andV4

s jd’s. Con-
tributions toV2

s jd’s, V3, and V4
s jd’s involving other (nonreso-

nant) 1− p-wave resonances are, by contrast, smaller by a
factor of orderG/D. Our interest is in changes inA which are
bigger than or of the same order of magnitude as the leading
term inAs24d [namely, thebp term in Eq.(2.5)], which (when
phases are ignored) is expected to be suppressed by one
power of G/D relative to the leading term in the dominant
As13d part of A [namely, thezp independent piece of theap
term in Eq.(2.5)]. Accordingly, the generalization of the in-
variant amplitudes inAs13d (i.e., V1 andV3) we consider is

V1 = o
s

V1ssd and V3 = V3
p + o

p8sÞpd

V3
p8,

where

V3
p =

gE1
p

E − Ep + iGp/2
o

s

V1ssdWsp/gM1
s ,

V3
p8 = −

Î3

4k

gE1
p8

Ep − Ep8
o

s

gn
s

Ep − Es
Wsp8,

andV1ssd fdefined in Eq.s2.1dg is approximated as

V1ssd = −
Î3

4k

gn
sgM1

s

Ep − Es
F1 −

Gp/2

Ep − Es
se + iGs/GpdG .

We continue to approximate eachV2
s jd by the resonant con-

tribution V2
s jdspd in Eq. s2.2d, but adopt forV4

s jd’s the expres-
sion

V4
s jd = V2

s jdspdo
s

gM1
s /gE1

p

Ep − Es
Wsp

* .

We observe that, inV1 andV3
p, the approximation made is to

replace the energy denominatorE−Es+ iGs/2 in V1ssd by the
first two terms in its Taylor series expansion aboutE=Ep:
for energies such thatueuø1, this is, in essence, an expansion
in powers ofG/D in which the leading and next-to-leading

orders are retained. In theV3
p8’s and theV4

s jd’s, only the lead-
ing term in the expansion ofsE−Es+ iGs/2d−1 aboutE=Ep is
kept because these amplitudes contribute toA at next-to-
leading order inG/D. This is also the reason why thereso-
nant term in the sum overp-wave resonances term suffices
in the V2

s jd’s andV4
s jd’s.

The corresponding result forA is given by

A =
3

s4kd2

gE1
p Gp

sE − Epd2 + Gp
2/4

apFe +
ãp

ap
+

bp

ap
G , s3.1d

where

ap = So
s

gn
sgM1

s

Ep − Es
DSo

s

gn
s

Ep − Es
uspD ,
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ãp = So
s

gn
sgM1

s

Ep − Es
DSo

s

gn
s

Ep − Es
ũspD ,

and

bp =
1

2o
ss8

gn
sGs

sEp − Esd2

gn
s8

Ep − Es8
sgM1

s us8p − gM1
s8 uspd

+
Gp

2gE1
p So

s

gn
sgM1

s

Ep − Es
D o

p8Þp

S gE1
p8

Ep − Ep8
o

s

gn
s

Ep − Es
usp8D

+ zp

Gn
p

Gp/2
o

s

gM1
s

Ep − Es
usp.

Consistent with our approximations forV1 andV3, we have
ignored terms arising from the product of the next-to-leading

order inV1 with V3
p8 and with the next-to-leading order inV3

p

in the derivation of Eq.s3.1d. Furthermore,e dependence
sspecifically, terms involvinge2d which is responsible for
shifts in the zero ofA of order sG/Dd2Gp or less has been
omitted from the factor in square brackets in Eq.s3.1d. One
more simplification has been made: matrix elements of the
P-oddT-odd interaction have been retained only in the lead-
ing contribution to V3

p. The discarded matrix elements
modify bp and the fractional error incurred by their omission
is negligible: in terms of the rms valuesvPT andvP of com-
pound nucleus matrix elements of theP-odd T-odd and
P-odd interactions, respectively, this fractional error is of
ordervPT/vP swhich is almost certainly less than 10−3d. For
completeness, we note that our earlier result forA in Eq.
s2.5d can be cast into the form of the result given in Eq.
s3.1d by expanding the factor offsE−Esd2+Gs

2/4g−1 appro-
priately and dealing with dependence one and ũsp as out-
lined above.

The result for the offsetDEp now reads

DEp = − S ãp

ap
+

bp

ap
DGp

2
. s3.2d

Despite appearances, Eq.s3.2d is not substantially different
from Eq.s2.7d. Like bp in the limit when sindg=0, the term
bp/ap is of orderG/D. More significantly,ãp/ap haspre-
cisely the same statistical characteras the ratioũsp/usp.

In view of the complexity of compound nuclear wave
functions, it is usual to assume that the values of theP-odd
andP-odd T-odd interaction matrix elementsusp and ũsp for
different pairs ofs- andp-wave resonances are distributed as
two statistically independent Gaussian random variables
(GRV’s) with zero means. We observe thatap̃/ap simplifies

to the ratio of two sums, namely,S̃p; os gn
sũsp/sEp−Esd and

Sp; os gn
susp/sEp−Esd, which, in view of the assumed statis-

tical properties ofusp’s and ũsp’s, are also two independent
GRV’s of zero mean. Moreover, the ratio of the rms value of

S̃p to the rms value ofSp is exactly equal tovPT/vP. Hence,
valuessrd of both ãp/ap andũsp/usp are expected to be drawn
from the Cauchy distributionpcsrd=fpls1+fr/lg2dg−1, where
l;vPT/vP.

How are these findings affected if we include hard-sphere
phase shifts and, more crucially, the complex phases(modulo
p) of radiative partial width amplitudes? Paralleling the re-
sults forap, ãp, andbp in Sec. II, the coefficientsap and ãp
in Eq. (3.1) are unchanged if terms which involve quadratic
and higher powers of these small phases are omitted,
whereas, under the same approximation,bp now includes the
contribution

− o
ss8

sfM1
s − fE1

p + fs − fs8d
gn

sugM1
s

Ep − Es

gn
s8

Ep − Es8
us8p.

Order of magnitude estimates indicate that the ratio of this
piece toap dominatesbp/ap under the same conditions as the
corresponding part ofbp snamely, the −sindg termd domi-
natesbp. sThe same order of magnitude estimate applies to
both.d

Relaxation of the two resonance approximation of Sec. II
means that the part ofDEp unrelated to theP-odd T-odd
interaction becomes much more complicated(because of
new contributions fromAs13d). Otherwise, perhaps surpris-
ingly, the essential features of Eq.(2.7) for DEp survive.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Parity-violating angular correlations in neutron capture re-
actions are expected to vanish in the vicinity ofp-wave reso-
nances. Our results indicate that, in the epithermal regime,
electromagnetic and weak interaction effects give rise to two
displacements of the zero from the resonance energyEp, one
of order ÎEp sin eVd10−3G and the other of ordersG/DdG,
where G is the average width of resonances andD is the
average spacing between them. In addition, there is a shift in
the zero of ordersvPT/vPdG, wherevPT is the rms value of
compound nucleus matrix elements of the unknownP-odd
T-odd interaction andvP is the rms value of compound
nucleus matrix elements of theP-odd weak interaction.

To be of interest(see below), data on displacements in
zeros should comprise measurements at severalp-wave reso-
nances within a given compound nucleus. For spallation
sources, nonfissile nuclei of mass numberA.100 emerge as
appropriate targets[7]. In practice, theEp dependent shift is
likely to be the larger of the displacements due toT-even
interactions:Ep would typically be*100 eV in any reason-
ably sized data sample, whereas the choice of target nucleus
would almost certainly be such thatG/D,10−2. Taking G
,100 meV (appropriate to nonfissileA.100 nuclei in the
epithermal regime), we expect thisEp-dependent shift(when
dominant) to be of order 1 meV. Consequently, one ought to
detect nonzero displacements in measurements which can
determine the location of zeros with a precision of order
0.1 meV.

When this level of precision cannot be attained and only
bounds on shifts in zeros are set, the corresponding bound on
the strength of aP-oddT-odd interaction is not encouraging.
One measurement close to thresholdsEp,1 eVd will not
suffice [8]. Several null measurements, which put limits on
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shifts of slightly more than the 1 meV or so estimated above
for the Ep dependent shifts, would constrain the ratiovPT/vP
to be less than of order 10−2.

How much better can one do ifnonnull measurements of
the displacements of zeros are possible? Individual measure-
ments are, of course, not amenable to quantitative analysis
because the precise value of theT-even interaction shift es-
timated in this paper(and other shifts due to effects not con-
sidered in this work like nonresonant direct neutron capture)
cannot be calculated with any certainty. What, conceivably,
could be done is to model thestatisticsof shifts reliably. As
we have seen, the shift in the location of zeros due to a
P-oddT-odd interaction has a simple and distinctive statisti-
cal signature: values of this shift are drawn from a Cauchy
distribution with scale parameterl;vPT/vP. With a large
enough sample of nonnull determinations of displacements
(of zeros) and a sound model for their statistics, it should be
possible to extract some information onl. However, it is
improbable that this statistical analysis can fix a bound on
the shift due to theP-oddT-odd interaction which is smaller
than theT-even interaction shifts that would be observed
s,10−2Gd by more than one order of magnitude. If it were
one order of magnitude smaller, the corresponding bound on
l would be of order 10−3. This is comparable to the kind of
bound it has been suggested could be extracted from the
threefold transmission test requiring a polarized target[9].

In the preceding paragraph, we have sketched the most
optimistic of scenarios. Some caveats are in order. The trans-
mission tests mentioned in the Introduction probe, in prin-
ciple, directly for T-violation: even asingle non-null mea-
surement in the threefold correlation experiment would be
automatic evidence thatl is nonzero, independent of what
one believes the reaction mechanism to be. By contrast, in-
formation onl from the polarized capture experiment will
depend on the reaction model adopted(and no conclusion
can be drawn from a single non-null measurement). Further-
more, the statistical analysis contemplated is very ambitious
and will require a large data sample(by neutron resonance
spectroscopy standards). The sensitivity to the reaction
model and the size of the data sample needed are issues
which merit more consideration.
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APPENDIX: PHASES OF RADIATIVE PARTIAL WIDTH
AMPLITUDES

In the terminology of Ref.[6], there are two components
in radiative partial width amplitudes such asgE1

n andgM1
s : a

real-valuedinterior part and, because of the long-range char-
acter of the electromagnetic interaction, achannel part,
which is, in general, complex(but, at epithermal energies,
essentially real). The nonzero phase of the channel piece
arises because, in the reduced matrix element of the electro-
magnetic interaction operator to which it is proportional,
there is a radial integral(over the channel region of configu-
ration space) which contains a complex-valued extension(as
an outgoing wave) of the compound state into the channel
region. More explicitly, this radial integral is

I =E
R

` O f
−srd

O f
−sRd

hsrd
Olsrd

OlsRd
dr,

whereOlsrd is the complex-valued extension of the radial
wave function of the compound statel, O f

−srd is the expo-
nentially decreasing radial wave function in the closed chan-
nel corresponding to the bound statef sof neutron and target
nucleusd to which the statel decays,R is the channel radius
staken, for simplicity, to be same in all channelsd andhsrd is
the radial part of the relevant electromagnetic transition op-
eratorsproportional tor for E1 transitions and a constant for
M1 transitionsd. The ratioOlsrd/OlsRd=Plsrdexpfiksr −Rdg,
wherek has its usual significance as the wave numbersin
the center of mass framed of the incident neutron and
Plsrd is a real-valued polynomial in powers of 1/skrd fnor-
malized so that PlsRd=1g. Similarly, O fsrd/O fsRd
=P f

−srdexpf−k fsr −Rdg, wherek f is the wave number cor-
responding to the neutron separation energy in the statef
andP f

−srd is a real-valued polynomial in powers of 1/sk frd
fnormalized so thatP f

−sRd=1g.
For the purpose of making an order of magnitude estimate

of the phase ofI, we take advantage of the fact that the
exponential decrease of the factor exps−k frd dominates the
variation of the integrand inI (for the values ofk andk f of
interest to us) to approximatehsrd by hsRd, Plsrd andP f

−srd
by unity and expfiksr −Rdg by 1+iksr −Rd. Then, we find that
the phase ofI is of orderk/k f. For a primaryg-ray transition
from a compound-nucleus state near neutron threshold to the
ground state of a medium-to-heavy nucleus, the estimate in
Eq. (24) of Ref. [6] suggests that the magnitude of the chan-
nel part of the radiative partial width amplitude either sig-
nificantly exceeds or is comparable to the magnitude of the
interior part. In either case, the order of magnitude estimate
of the phase ofI above(which is the phase of the channel
piece) implies a similar order of magnitude estimate for the
phasesfE1

p andfM1
s of entire amplitudes(interior plus chan-

nel) or these phases modulop and, hence, sindg.
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